ORIGINAL

LIQUOR PRESCRIPTION STUB
BULL IN A CHINA SHOP Dr
PRESCRIBED BY:

COCKTAILS
COSMO SOUR

£12.00

Mars Maltage Cosmo, egg white, bitters and fresh lemon, finished with Pedro

FOR PEAT’S SAKE

£12.00

Smokey monkey, yuzu sake, green chartreuse, bitters charged with soda.

MATCHA SOUR

£12.00

Monkey shoulder whisky, homemade matcha tea syrup, egg white and fresh
lemon

CHAMOMILE AND CHARCOAL OLD FASHIONED

£13.00

Nikka from the barrel, chamomile syrup, bitters, coconut, charcoal, finished
with an orange twist.

SHINTO DAISY

£12.00

Mars Kasei, plum sake, lemon juice, bitters and syrup

WABI/SABI

£12.00

Smokey monkey whisky, Cocchi vermouth di Torino, Matcha green tea syrup,
black walnut bitters.

KYOTO COLLINS

£12.00

Ki No Bi Kyoto dry gin, Match tea, Yuzu sake, Topped with Soda.

FOOLS GOLD

£12.00

Balvenie caribbean cask, Camomile infused vermouth, st Germain elderflower
liquour, pecan bitters
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ORIGINAL

LIQUOR PRESCRIPTION STUB
BULL IN A CHINA SHOP Dr
PRESCRIBED BY:

CLASSICS
MOJITO

£11.00

El dorado 3 yr rum, fresh mint, lime, sugar, topped with soda.

SOURS | PISCO, WHISKY

£11.00

Monkey shoulder whisky or gobarnado pisco, Angostura bitters, fresh lemon and
simple syrup. Choice of egg white or not.

ESPRESSO MARTINI

£11.00

Merlet cognac, merlet coffee, espresso Minimal sugar

DAIQUIRI

£11.00

El dorado 3yr Rum, fresh lime and simple syrup.

MAI TAI

£12.00

Sailor jerrys rum, Orgeat, fresh lemon and lime, pineapple Juice

MARGARITA OR MEZCALITA

£11.00

Ocho tequila Blanco or QuiQuiriQui mezcal, merlet triple sec, fresh lime
and agave nectar.

MANHATTAN | DRY, PERFECT OR SWEET

£13.00

Hudson Manhattan rye, vermouth, Angostura bitters and a Maraschino
cherry.

NEGRONI – Boulevardier

£11.00

Colonel Fox’s Gin or Mars Kasei, Cocchi vermouth di Torino and Campari.

OLD FASHIONED

£13.00

Hudson baby bourbon, with our old-fashioned syrup of bitter and sugar
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THE QUINTESSENTIAL JAPANESE SERVE
Make AMERICANO high again - £11.00
Mitcher's American blended, Cocchi Rose vermoth, Coffee infused Campari,
Topped with soda

Pear and Cardamon highball - £11.00
Monkey shoulder whisky, Amrut peated whisky (indian), Cardamom pods,
Merlet pear liqueur, Topped with Soda Water

Classic highball - £10.00
Choose from Mars Kasei (Japan), Aisla bay (Scotland), or Kavalan classic
(Taiwan)

Jasmine highball - £10.00
Balvenie doublewood 12 year, Jasmine tea,cocchi rosa, camomile syrup,
ginger ale

WHISKY FLIGHTS
Selected flights from our collection served on bourbon cask stave
Please ask server for personal selection

Japanese Whisky
Mars cosmo (shinshu distillery) yamazaki distillers reserve
(suntory) yoichi (nikka)
Nikka 12yr (Nikka)

World Whisky
Nikka from the barrel (Japan)
Starward (australia)
Amrut peated (India)
Tomatin Metal (Scotland)

Scottish Whisky

Glendronach 15 yr(highland)
Highland park 18 years (island)
Belvenie 17 year sherry cask (speyside)
Smokey Monkey (islay)
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WHISKY GLOSSARY
MALT WHISKY:
Malt whisky is simply a whisky containing only malted
barley and water.
.

GRAIN WHISKY:
Grain whisky is only made of cereal grains such as corn,
wheat or rye.

SINGLE MALT WHISKY:
A single malt whisky is produced entirely at a single
distillery.

SINGLE GRAIN WHISKY:
A single grain whisky is produced at a single distillery.

BLENDED MALT OR GRAIN WHISKY:
Single malts or grain whiskeys from various
distilleries blended together to create a unique
product.
PEAT:

SPIRIT STILL

Used to dry malt during the whisky making
process. The peat can impart a smoky flavour
to whisky. Peaty is a common tasting term
and typically applies to Islay whiskeys.

WHISKY REGIONS OF SCOTLAND:

SPEYSIDE
SKYE

ISLANDS

HIGHLANDS

ISLAND (ISLAY & SKYE)

Peaty & maritime

HIGHLANDS:

Smooth & Floral

SPEYSIDE:

Fruity & delicate

LOWLANDS:

Light & Fresh

ISLAY
LOWLANDS
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ABOUT JAPANESE WHISKY

Japan is the second largest producer of single malt whisky after
Scotland.
Home to rich natural resources and climates that match that of some
of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries, Japan has all the right
elements to mimic the conditions for producing a wide range of styles
including both Islay and Speyside allowing them to produce some
world class whiskies.
Japanese whisky has frequently won highly coveted awards such as
the “Worlds Best Single Malt” and “Worlds Best Blended Whisky” to
name a few.
What is really impressive and one of the main reasons for their
continued success is that unlike Scotland where each distillery will
focus on a particular style of whisky, distillers in Japan will create lots
of different styles of whiskies so the blends all come from in house
casks.
This allows them to really craft their blends from the very beginning
and is one of the main reasons Japanese blends are so highly regarded
YOICHI 1936 -

Worlds only coal fired, Malt stills

MIYAGIYO 1969 -

Miyagi

MARS, SHINSHU 1985-1994; 2011

Nagana - Japans Highest Distillery at 798 Meters

CHICHIBU 2008 -

Japans newest Whisky Distillery

KARUIZAWA 1955-2006 -

Nagana

HANYU 1960 -2000

Saitama - 1983 Pot stills, Serious Malt Production
WHITE OAK, ELGASHIMA 1919 -

Japan’s First Whisky Lisence

MARS,YAMANASHI 1960 -1984

Yamanashi - Stills Moved to Nagano
HOMBO, KAGOSHIMA 1949 -1984

Kagoshima - Moved to Nagana

HAKUSHI 1973 -

Yamanashi

FUJI GOTEMBA 1973 -

Shizuoka

YAMAZAKI - 1924 -

Japan’s first true Whisky Distillery
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THE INFLUENCE OF WOOD ON WHISKY
Many of the characteristics and flavours of whisky are picked up from the wooden
casks that it spends its life maturing in. Historically any type of wood may be used to
make casks but today the law states all casks should be constructed of oak.
Selected for its toughness, wood plays a crucial role in the development of malt
whisky, with its porous qualities that allow oxygen in and out
of the cask & its tight grain structure that prevents leaking.
Oak is easy to work and it can be bent by heat without splitting.
Wood naturally is full of occurring oils called vanillins. It is these oils that are drawn out
of the cask by the spirit and over the period of maturation they add to the whisky’s
flavour appeal.

European Oak (Quercus Robur)
Key Notes: – Sherry - Dried Fruits – Sultanas – Candied Peel – Spices
Cinnamon -Nutmeg -Wood – Caramel - Orange – Christmas Cake

American Oak (Quercus Alba)
Key Notes: - Vanilla – Honey - Nuts – Coconut – Almonds – Hazelnuts
Butterscotch – Fudge – Spices – Ginger.

Mizunara Japanese Oak (Quercus Mongolica)
Key Notes - Vanilla – Honey – Flora – Blossom – Fresh Fruit – Pears
Apples – Spice – Nutmeg -Cloves - Wood

FIRKIN

41L

50L
RUNDLET

TIERCE

DRUM
GORDA

DRUM

GORDA

164L
70L

APPROX

APPROX

650L

700 L

DRUM

500L
650L

700 L

A.S.B

BARRIQUE
DRUM
GORDA

HOGSHEAD
GORDA
DRUM

300L
650L
700 L

250L
700 L
650L

APPROX

APPROX

163L

650L

DRUM
GORDA

500L

600L650L

200L

700 L

APPROX

DRUM

APPROX

650L

APPROX

650L

700 L

GORDA
DRUM

APPROX

700 L
650L

GORDA
DRUM

APPROX

700 L
650L

GORDA

700700L
L 650L

700982L
L

APPROX

650L
650L
700 L

APPROX

APPROX

TUN

GORDA
DRUM
GORDA

DRUM
DRUM
GORDA

PIPE

BUTT
DRUM

GORDA

GORDA
DRUM

DRUM
GORDA

GORDA
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700 L
650L

APPROX

650L
700 L

700 L
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PRESCRIBED BY:

RARITIES | 25ml/50ml
Chichibu Single cask no 633 / 61.4% (Japan)

£50.00/100.00

a rare example of a single-cask whisky from chichibu, this 2009 was aged for around
seven years in bourbon barrel. Bottled at a punchy 61.4%, this is a rich and complex with
notes of sugar, fruit and spice.

Chichibu 2009 cask 635/10th anniversary / 62.1% (Japan)£50.00/100.00
A Chichibu distilled in 2009 and bottled in 2016, matured in cask number 635 which was
a bourbon barrel. this was for the 10 year anniversary of the number one drinks company

Mars Shinshu 2013 single cask / 58.9% (Japan)

£45.00/90.00

Bottled to celebrate the decade anniversary of the number one drinks company, this
mars sigle cask was matured in cask number 1664. distilled in 2013 and bottled in 2016 at
58.9% AVB

Nikka Coffee Malt Single Cask 58% 2003 (Japan)

£45.00/90.00

This is the 2003 vintage coming from the miyagikyo distillery, aged for 11 years in a single
recharged hogshead cask with just 220 bottles produced, although made with 100%
barley and from a single distillery it cant e classes as a single malt due to the coffey still
distillery process, don't be put off this has big flavors with a long spicy sweet finish.

Ki No Bi Gin Kyoto Karuizawa cask - 48%

£30.00/60.00

Thats right we have a gin in our whisky list! the world's first ever Japanese that has been
rested in a whisky cask, now nothing new about whisky aged gin. Sourced from the long
closed karuizawa distillery. only released in japan, a very limited number of bottle made it
to europe. Served neat over a big block of ice
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Nikka Miyagikyo Single malt Rum cask finish - 46%

£25.00/50.00

A limited release from sutory, from the miyagikyo distillery, this is a speyside /
highland influenced single malt (think rich, fruity, spicy) Added notes of charred oak
wood and mango fruit, a bull favorite once again, what makes this oe special is that it
has enjoyed a finishing period in rum casks for up to 12 month

Nikka Yoichi Single Malt rum cask finish

£25.00/50.00

... very much the same as above except from the other nikka distillery yoichi, this
distillery produces an island / islay influenced style, (salty, smoky, peaty, herbaceous)
added notes of salted cherry chocolate? again rested in rum casks for 12 months

Compass box – the Spaniard 43% (scotland)

£8.50/17.00

Inspired by a whisky which was created for a bar in New York city called the Spaniard
added in ex Spanish wine casks, this whisky is full, soft and sumptuous on the palate,
with flavors of citrus red wine and spices.

Lagavulin 200th anniversary 12 yr 57.7% (Scotland)

£19.50/39.00

Typical islay style dram in this limited bottling to celebrate the famous distillery

Compass box - phenomenology 46% (Scotland)

£27.00/54.00

Leap into the unknown with this limited-edition blended malt, inspired by phenomenology - 'the study of consciousness and the objects of direct experience'. To encourage people to experience this whisky without preconceptions Compass Box have not
released any tasting notes, or even listed which single malts make up this blend. All we
know is that they were selected due to their distinct and different flavour profiles,
something that promises a complex and surprising whisky.

Compass box - Hedonism muse 53.4%

£27.00/50.00

Limited edition just 3060 bottles created in honour of its majority female workforce.
the muse was created after the discovery of cask containing untraceable grain whisky
that matches the flavor of previous hedonism bottles - a fine blended grain whisky,
bold rich flavors of ripe red fruits, honey and vanilla and pastry cream.
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Mars Kohiganzakura / 52% (Japan)

£25.00/50.00

the follow up to Rindo in mars's Nature of shinshu series, this is a blend of peated
whisky. some of which has been aged in Japanese - wine barrels. the label represents
the cherry Blossom that is prevalent around the distillery.

Glenfidditch Winterstorm 21 yr / 43% (Scotland)

£20.00/40.00

A limited release from the Glenfiddich Experimental Series which has now sold out Winter Storm has been finished in icewine casks, inspired by Malt Master Brian
Kinsman's visit to the Peller Estates winery.

Balvenie Portwood finish 21yr / 40% (Scotland)

£18.00/36.00

Finished in thirty year old port pipes, both elegant and surprisingly delicate red fruit,
raisins with floral honey and bitter cacao.

Mars Komagatake Rindo / 53% (Japan)

£25.00/50.00

The first bottling in Mars's new Nature of Shinshu range – each entry is named after
the flora local to the eponymous distillery. Rindo means 'gentian' and has a distinctly
aromatic character thanks to ageing exclusively in a combination of ex-bourbon,
sherry and Japanese wine casks.

Chichibu on the way / 58.5% (Japan)

£25.00/50.00

bottled in 2013, a series charting the fledgling distillery's progress. This is a multi
vintage vatting of whisky distilled at various times since they opened in 2008,
including some of their oldest. Surprisigly complex for a young whisky, its shows the
skill of distiller Ichiro Akuto ad his team

Mars Shinantanpopo / 52% (Japan)

£25.00/50.00

The 3rd release by the Mars Komagatake's Nature of Shinshu series, which focuses on
botanicals local to the distillery. This is a single malt which is made by Blending whisky
from their cellers, plates of honeysuckle, Blueberries and salted caramel.
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Boutique-y whisky company Glen Moray distillery 10 yr 48.6%
(Speyside)
£9.50/19.00
This is a batch of 176 bottles, the label depicts the river lossie when the banks had
burst and all the nearby warehouses where flooded way back in 2002. rice pudding,
golden syrup, strawberry cornetto, mowed grass with a hint of honey

Suntory Royal - 40% (Japan)

£14.00 /28.00

Suntory Royal blended whisky was first introduced in 1960 to mark the company's
60th anniversary. lihgt and easy to drink, this is a superb entry-level japanese whisky.

Yamazaki 10 year / 43% (Japan)

£17.50/35.00

Getting increasingly hard to find this was suntory's first entry level whisky
from the yamazaki distillery, this will appeal to speyside lovers everywhere,
spiced oak, fresh cut grass, also a taste of history.

Oban game of thrones edition - 43%

£9.50/19.00

This Limited edition from oban is rich and heavy notes of morello cherry pie and
candied orange peel leaving a long and rich drifts of creme caramel and charred oak.

Irish single malt - 14yr - 48.4%

£14.00/£28.00

A whiskey lovely enough to shower with sugar lumps and regularly take to the horse
dentist - yes, it's the second batch of That Boutique-y Whisky Company's Irish Single
Malt #1! Spectacular 13 year old single malt from an undisclosed Irish distillery,
boasting oodles of fruit notes. It really is lovely, lovely, lovely whiskey.

Alisa Bay - 48.9% (lowland)

£11.50/22.00

The second release from Ailsa Bay – sweet and smokey Lowland whisky. The distillery
can produce a variety of different styles of spirit and for this first release Grant's have
decided to go for smoke, creating a rare peated Lowland. It's got a rich and earthy
backbone, with sweet liquorice and touches of tar.

Gledronach 11 yr allardice /46% (Highlands)

£12.00/24.00

18 year old alllardice (named after the owner) has been 100% matured in oloroso
sherry casks, full bodied, rich and spice with a nice long finish, very much a bull
Favorite.....
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Elements of islay CL10 single malt (Islay) - 58.2%

£9.50/19.00

classic example of coastal islay whisky, this 8yr old whisky has silky smooth
buttery textures and a smoky citrus finish from the coal ila distillery.

Elements of islay CL12 single malt (islay) 57.5%.

£10.50/£21.00

12th wonderful batch of this expression from the caolila edition, this 7 year old whisky
has both citrus and earthy notes finished in sherry butts

Elements of islay Oc6 58.1% (Scotland)

£20.00/40.00

From the iconic Hebridean all those scrum smokey notes you’ve been waiting for, they
are here, a smoky fire or as a sea breeze

Elements of islay Lg10 57.4%

£12.00/24.00

From the Lagavulin distillery only 996 bottles released, herbaceous salted caramel and
vanilla with a touch of toasted oats.

Elements of islay AR11. 56.8%

£30.00/£60.00

Very limited edition of this ardberg. 12 yr aged in American oak finished in sherry
butts. BBQ smoked dried fruit and burnt brown sugar

Super Nikka Revival ltd edition / 54.3% (Scotland)

£9.50/19.00

Super Nikka was first launched in 1962 by Masataka Taketsuru as a tribute to his wife.
this 2015 revival replicates the original flower profile, which is heavier and peatier that
today's bottling

Mars Maltage Cosmo / 43% (Japan)

£9.50/19.00

Cosmo from Mars Maltage is a blended malt that included whisky from shishu in
japan. a big hit when released at 2015 tokyo international art show. This is a permanent addition to the fledging distillery's range.
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Black friday 2017 edition / 54.3 % (Scotland)

£9.50/19.00

This exclusive bottling for the whisky exchange for 2017 Black Friday is 1 of 582
bottles which was selected from a single sherry butt from a family owed distillery....
spicy apple pastry, dates and raisins on the nose and dark molasses liquorice apple
and plums on the palate - a must for Speyside lovers, distillery unknown!

Starward projects 2018 / 52% (Australia)

£13.50/£26.00

Starwards allocation of this whisky sold out in 4 hours, this is their 1st wholly exbourbon cask whisky with only 1200 bottles released, matured in ex-makers mark and
wild turkey barrels which gives it a buttery caramel palate rounded off with a touch of
vanilla, honey and coconut

Kurayoshi 8yr / 43% (Japan).

£17.50/35.00

This blended malt is a 2019 world whisky winner, its Distillery founded in 1910
Notes include lime, ginger with a hint of smoke.

Sazerac 2017 / 45% (USA)

£40.00/80.00

From the sought after buffalo trace antique collection this Thomas H Handy Sazerac
rye whisky has a powerful and boldly spicy flavor. The finish is both long and warm.

William larue weller 64% (USA)

£35.00/70.00

Again from the buffalo antique collection this rye whisky tastes of marshmallow,
salted almonds figs and dates, this whisky finishes smooth and composed - get it while
you can.

Motorhead anniversary whisky – 40% (Sweden)

£12.00/24.00

This single malt whisky aged in American oak. This Mackmyra Swedish single malt
whisky released in collaboration with the famous rock band to mark the 40 years of ear
drum crushing music.
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SINGLE MALTS | 25ml/50ml
Coffey malt - 45%

£6.50 /12.00

Yoichi single malt - 43.5%

£8.50 /17.00

Yoichi 10 yr malt - 46%

£20.00/40.00

Yoichi rum wood finish - 46%

£25.00/50.00

Yoichi bourbon wood finish - 45%

£25.00/50.00

Miyagikyo single malt - 45%

£8.50/17.00

Migagikyo 12 year malt - 45%

£20.00/40.00

Migagikyo rum wood finish - 46%

£25.00/50.00

Migagikyo bourbon wood finish - 46%

£25.00/50.00

Hakushu distillers reserve - 43%

£9.50/19.00

Hakushu 12 year old - 43%

£25.00/50.00

Hakushu 18 year old - 43%

£35.00/70.00

Yamazaki distillers reserve - 43%

£9.50/19.00

Yamazaki 10 year - 43%

£17.50/35.00

Yamazaki 12 year - 43 %

£14.50/29.00

Yamazaki 18 year old - 43%

£40.00/80.00
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BLENDED AND MALT BLENDS | 25ml/50ml
Nikka all malt - 40%

£5.50/11.00

Nikka From the barrel - 51.4%

£6.50/13.00

Nikka Pure malt red - 43%

£12.00/24.00

Nikka Pure malt black- 43%

£12.00/24.00

Nikka 12 year old - 43%

£12.50/25.00

Nikka Pure malt white - 43%

£20.00/40.00

Taketsuru pure malt - 43%

£20.00/40.00

Taketsuru 17 year old - 43%

£22.00/44.00

Taketsuru 21 year old - 43%

£25.00/50.00

Hibiki Japanese harmony -43%

£9.50/19.00

Hibiki harmony masters select - 43%

£13.50/27.00

Suntory Toki - 43%

£15.00/30.00

Hibiki 12 year - 43%

£25.00/50.00

Hibiki 17 year old - 43%

£45.00/90.00
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GRAIN | 25ml/50ml
Coffey grain - 45%

£6.50 /12.00

RECTIFIER
SPIRIT CHAMBER

SPIRIT PLATE

STEAM

SPENT WASH

HOT FEINT PUMPED TO ANALYZER

IMPURE DISTILLATE CONDENSED
AND RETURNED TO WASH CHARGER
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SCOTCH WHISKY

SAKURA

SPEYSIDE 25ml/50ml
Tomatin water - 46%

£8.50/17.00

Tomatin metal - 46%

£8.50/17.00

Tomatin legacy - 43%

£8.50/17.00

Cubocian (signature one) – 46%

£8.50/17.00

Matured in oloroso sherry, bourbon casks

Cubocian (signature two)

8.50/17.00

Matured in muscatel de setubal casks and imperial stout

Tomatin cu bacon - 46%

£8.50/17.00

Tamdhu cask strength - 58.3%

£8.50/17.00

Tamdhu 10 year 40%

£6.50/13.00

Glenfiddich ipa

£7.00/14.00

Glenfiddich fire cane

£8.00/16.00

Glenfiddich winter storm

£20.00/40.00

Balvenie 12 yr 40%

£6.50/13.00

Balvenie 14 yr Caribbeann cask 43%

£9.00/18.00

Balvenie 17 yr sherry wood cask 43%

£14.00/28.00

HIGHLAND 25ml/50ml
Gledronach 43% 12yr
Glendronach 18yr allardice / 46%
Glendronach 15yr Oloroso sherry butt

7.50/15.00
£12.00/24.00
£8.50/17.00
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ISLAY 25ml/50ml
Boutique-y whisky company caol ila

£10.00/20.00

Elements of Islay Oc6 – 58.1%

£20.00/40.00

Elements of Islay CL12 –57.5%

£12.00/24.00

Elements of Islay LG10 – 57.4%.

£14.50/19.00

Elements of Islay AR11 – 56.8%

£35,00/70.00

Peat monster 46%

£7.00/14.00

Peat full proof 59%

£6.00/£12.00

WORLD WHISKY 25ml/50ml
Kavalan Whisky - 40%

£5.00 /10.00

Kavalan Concert - 40%

£5.00/10.00

Kavalan Podium - 46%

£12.00/24.00

Kavalan King car - 46%

£12.00/24.00

Starward malt whisky – 46%

£8.00/16.00

Starward new world projects - 41%

£9.50/19.00

Starward bouron cask – 52%
Amrut fusion - 50%
Amrut kadhamabam - 50%

£13.50/ 27.00
£9.00/ 18.00
£10.50/ 21.00

Amrut Peat - 62%

£8.00/ 16.00

Box Dalvve – 62%

£9.00/18.00

IRISH WHISKY 25ml/50ml
Tullamore Dew
Boutique-y whisky company 13yr – 48%

£4.50/9.00
£14.00/28.00
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BOURBON & RYE 25ml/50ml
Mitcher's sour mash - 43%

£7.50/15.00

Mitcher's American unblended - 46%

£6.00/12.00

Hudson baby bourbon - 46%

£6.50/13.00

Hudson four Grain bourbon - 46%
Hudson Manhattan rye – 63.6%

£11.00/22.00
£6.50/13.00

BTAC Sazerac 18yr – 45%

£40.00/80.00

BTAC William laure weller 2017 – 67.7%

£35.00/70.00

TEQUILA & MEZCAL
Ocho blanco - 40%

£4.80/9.60

Ocho reposado - 40%

£5.00/10.00

QuiQuiriQui mezcal 45%

£6.50/12.00

BICS GIN & TONIC
(All served with franklin and son's tonic / slimline / ginger ale)
Colonel fox - 40%

£5.20/9.20

Gin Mare - 42.5%

£5.40/9.80

Silent Pool - 43%

£5.70/ 11.00

Ki No Bi Kyoto dry gin - 45.7%

£7.50/15.00

Ki No Bi Kyoto old tom - 45.7%

£9.00/18.00

BEER & CIDER
Guest beer

£5.20

Pyramid scheme pilsner 480ml draft (uk)

£4.70

Shiehallion craft lager 330ml Scotland

£4.70

Hawkes Urban orchard apple cider 330ml

£4.70
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